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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

Kirk Lymburner:
ARE YOU BETTER THAN A LIBERAL??
March 21, 2015 – FACEBOOK POSTING Re: [WE DEMAND CONGRESS TO HEAR
SHERIFF JOE'S INVESTIGATION GROUP] ARE YOU BETTER THAN A LIBERAL??
Kirk Lymburner commented on Jerry R. Barton Sr.'s photo in WE DEMAND
CONGRESS TO HEAR SHERIFF JOE'S INVESTIGATION GROUP.
Answer!!! He doesn't need one. There is NOT one "trusted" politician that could care less. The "newbees" that want the
presidency, the congress full of lawyers, don't give a shit. The DOJ is a bed fellow. We as an honest, naïve stupid people put
the facts in front of our faces!!. The democratic form of Government is gone. Stolen and destroyed. Those that fight tooth and
nail for the #1 seat are not the people that promise us everything and know they will deliver noting. How many Americans
are convinced Obama is a fraud? How much more verifiable evidence does it take. World class investigators will testify to the
truth. Leaders in countries associated with this man swear, with documents to prove this fraud is illegal. The list goes on
and on. There are enough Americans that want to know, have every right to know the truth through proper channels, who
his he? Every politician with hands so dirty, refuse to get answers for us. Thousands and thousands of proven acts of
criminal activities and with enough evidence will never put a treasonous politician on the end of a food line in a Federal
Prison. The most corrupt government in history has not nor will not convict any confirmed criminal regardless of the amount
of money stolen, freedoms violated, crimes against the Constitution, Americans killed. The lies sold to us for our votes put the
traitors and liars in a position of trust and honor have failed this Nation. ALL of them. The Congress of the United States is so
full of fraud, unethical practices, out and out thievery and acts of treason, makes Obama look like the light at the end of the
tunnel. The latest and most scary position this country could ever face is the nuclear threat these ass holes are debating
today. WHY, WHY are the people in this country being placed in a DEBATE. Without any input we are to sit by and listen to
a bunch of bastards fight over their party's position on this. Iran would never give up their position of dominance especially
when it's Obama and Kerry trying to take the rains. They have no chance against professional criminal negotiators. Kerry is
the most embarrassing puppet this nation has to live with. What do the American people WANT???? This political party of
ours could care less. Have anyone heard from a representative on what position the people want to take. NO!!!! We face
possible annulations and the guaranteed loss of a dear friend and Allie. This thing we call president has from day (1)
focused trough his silver tongue to terminate the United States. Yet, the people we voted for and were promised the safety
and security, play this political shit. Allow this treason fraud to continue his headlong destruction plans while the FN parties
that represent us decide how long we have before the end. Piss on the republicans, democrats, we mean noting to them. A
crazy president, working his ass off to get one of the most blood thirsty enemies of this world the nuclear bomb. GOLLY GEE,
BOSS mind if I have something to say.
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